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Taken from the author's personal travel experiences of 25 years to the Azores, this is a

comprehensive guidebook for traveling in the Azores. Includes information on all 9 islands,

airports, travel, lodging, activities, special events, and additional information about Azorean

genealogy.321 Pages of detailed travel informationDay-trip itineraries for all 9 Azores Islands,

including driving tours and walking toursOver 1,200 photographs showcasing the natural

beauty of the AzoresHelpful hints to save time and moneyRecommendations for

accommodations and restaurantsThe author continually provides new updates to ensure your

trip is as up to date as possible. Look for link in the book on page 319 for current information,

feast schedules, and his future Azores research.Join Carl as he guides you on your Close Up

and Very Personal visit to the Azores!**Even if you do not have a Kindle, you can still read the

guide by downloading the FREE Kindle app to any device, prior to purchasing it.

Unknown“This Cork O'Connor novel has everything you want in a great read.” —Charlaine

Harris“This book is difficult to put down." —Sacramento Book Review/San Francisco Book

ReviewAbout the AuthorWilliam Kent Krueger is the New York Times bestselling author of This

Tender Land, Ordinary Grace (winner of the Edgar Award for best novel), as well as nineteen

acclaimed books in the Cork O’Connor mystery series, including Lightning

Strike and Desolation Mountain. He lives in the Twin Cities with his family. Learn more at

WilliamKentKrueger.com.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved.ONELater,

when it no longer mattered, they learned that the horror that had come from the sky had a

name: derecho.At the time, all they knew was that the day had begun with deceptive calm.

Rose was up early, though not as early as the men, who’d risen at first light and had taken the

dinghy across the broad channel to fish. She made coffee and sat on the deck of the

houseboat and said her daily prayers while a bright lemon sun rose above the lake and islands.

She began with a prayer of thanksgiving for all she had—especially her husband and her family

—then, as always, prayed mostly for the people who, in life, despaired. She prayed for those

whom she knew personally and for the greater multitude she didn’t. At last, she said her amen

and gave herself over to the pure pleasure of the still morning.Anne was up next and then

Jenny, and the three women sat in deck chairs on the forward platform, sipping coffee, talking

quietly, watching the sun crawl the sky, waiting for the men.When she heard the dinghy’s old

outboard cutting through the morning calm, Rose got up and said, “I’ll start the potatoes.”Anne

stood up, too. “Let me give a hand, Aunt Rose.”“No,” she said. “You and Jenny sit. Talk. It’s what

sisters should do. You almost never see each other these days.”She went to the galley to

prepare breakfast. She planned to roast potatoes with onions and red peppers and tomatoes.

She thought she would scramble eggs with chives and cream cheese. She would slice melons

and strawberries and toss them in a bowl with plenty of fat blueberries. And there would be,

she was almost certain, fresh fish to fry.She heard the men as they pulled alongside and tied

up to the houseboat and clambered aboard. She heard Cork say, “Beer and pretzels,” and she

hoped he wasn’t talking about breakfast.Mal stepped into the galley, smiling hugely, and held

up a stringer full of fat yellow perch. “The hunter home from the hill,” he said.“You shot them?”

Rose replied. “Not very sporting.”Mal kissed her cheek and started toward the sink.“Uh-uh,” she

said. “Those get cleaned on deck.” She took him gently and turned him toward the door. “When

you have them filleted, bring them in and I’ll fry them up.”Stephen came in and went straight to



the canister Rose had filled with chocolate chip cookies the day before. He took a handful and

said, “Okay, Aunt Rose?”“Don’t spoil your breakfast.”“Are you kidding? I could eat a moose.

Can I have some milk, too?”He left with the cookies and a plastic tumbler filled to the brim.

Moments later, Rose heard him talking with his sisters on deck and laughing.The rented

houseboat had a table large enough for all of them to gather around, and they ate amid the

clatter of flatware against plates and the lively symphony of good conversation. Anne and

Jenny offered to clean up, and they gave Stephen a hard time until he agreed to help. Mal

showered, then Cork, and afterward both men settled down to a game of cribbage. The kids

finished the dishes, put on their swimsuits, and dove into the lake. Rose set a deck chair in the

shade under the forward awning of the houseboat. She sat down to read, but her mind quickly

began to wander.Nearly two years had passed since Jo had been lost in the Wyoming Rockies.

Nearly two years dead. And Rose stilled missed her sister. Her deep grieving had ended, but

there was a profound sense of something lacking in her life. She had taken to calling this the

Great Empty. The kids—“kids” she thought them, though Jenny was twenty-four, Anne twenty-

one, and Stephen almost fifteen—splashed and laughed in the water, yet she knew that they

felt the Great Empty, too. Cork never talked about his own feelings, and Rose understood that

the avoidance itself was probably a sign he was afflicted as well. She wished she knew how to

help them all heal fully. In the days when he’d been a priest, Mal had often dealt with death and

its aftermath, and he advised her that healing came in its own time and the best you could

hope for was to help ease the pain along the way.“And does everyone heal in the end?” she’d

asked her husband.“Not everyone,” he’d said. “At least, not in my experience.”She watched the

kids in the water and Cork at the table slapping down his cards, and she breathed in the pine-

scented air above that distant, isolated lake, and she prayed, “Let us heal, Lord. Let us all be

whole again.”In the early afternoon, Cork said, “It’s time, Jenny.”She looked up from the table

where she’d been writing, put the pencil in the crease between the pages, closed her

notebook, and stood.“How long will it take?” she asked.“Less than an hour, if we go directly. But

today we’re going to make a little side trip.”“Where?”“You’ll see.”Her father liked mysteries, large

and small. She understood it was part of what drew him through life, the need to find answers.

In a way, it was also what drove her, but they went about it differently. He’d been a cop most of

his life and now he was a PI. She, on the other hand, was a writer.Stephen came from the

galley, one hand filled with potato chips. “Can I go?”“Not this time,” his father said. “Jenny and I

have things to discuss.”Things to discuss, she thought. Oh, God.“Ah, come on,” Stephen

said.Cork shook his head. “Oz has spoken. But if you want to help, go fill the motor on the

dinghy with gas.”“I didn’t say I wanted to help. I said I wanted to go.”“And now you’re going to

help,” Cork said. He turned to Jenny. “Wear your swimsuit and bring your camera.”“Why?”“You’ll

see.”Mysteries, she thought with a silent sigh. But maybe, if they were interesting enough, they

would keep her father away from the things he wanted to discuss.Early September. The air

thick on the lake and the sky a weighty blue. The weather, he’d been told, was unusual for that

time of year so far north. Hot beyond anyone’s memory. Usually by the end of August fall was

already solidly in the air. But not this year. The intense heat of the afternoon was bearable only

because of the wind generated by the dinghy speeding over smooth water.Though they were in

Canada, Cork knew he could just about throw a stone onto U.S. territory. They were on the

Lake of the Woods, a body of water roughly eighty miles long and sixty miles wide, containing

over fourteen thousand islands. That’s what he’d been told in Kenora, anyway. The lake

straddled the U.S.-Canadian border. Border? Cork shook his head, thinking how easily that

international marker was crossed on this lake. There was no line on the water to delineate one

nation from the other. Kitchimanidoo, the Creator, had made the land a boundless whole. It was



human beings who felt the need for arbitrary divisions and drew the lines. Too often, he

thought, in human blood.He held the tiller of the little Evinrude outboard, guiding the dinghy

southwesterly across broad, open water toward a gathering of islands humped along the

horizon. In the half hour since they’d left the houseboat, he hadn’t exchanged a word with

Jenny. Which, he strongly suspected, was just fine with her.The lake was beautiful and, like so

many things of beauty, deceptive. The water that day was like glass. The vast size of the lake

suggested depth, but Cork knew that beneath the tranquil surface lay reefs and rocks that in

the blink of an eye could slit a hull or chew the blades off a prop. He’d been using GPS to follow

the main channel between the islands and had been keeping a good speed. But south of Big

Narrows he swung the boat west out of the channel, slowed to a crawl, and entered an

archipelago composed of dozens of islands, large and small. The shorelines were rocky, the

interiors covered with tall pine and sturdy spruce and leafy poplar. Cork eased the boat

patiently along, studying the screen of the Garmin GPS mounted to the dash, into which he’d

downloaded a program for Lake of the Woods. The water was the color of weak green tea, and

he told Jenny, who sat in the bow, to keep her eyes peeled for snags that the GPS couldn’t

possibly indicate. After fifteen minutes of careful navigation, he guided the dinghy up to the

rocky edge of a small island. He eased the bow next to a boulder whose top rose from the

water like the head of a bald man, and he cut the engine.“Grab the bow line and jump ashore,”

he told Jenny.She leaped to the boulder, rope in hand.“Can you tie us off?”She slid a few feet

down the side of the boulder and leaped nimbly to shore, where she tied the boat to a section

of rotting fallen timber.Cork stepped to the bow, leaped to the boulder, then to shore.“Got your

camera?” he asked.Jenny patted her belt where her Canon hung in a nylon case.“Okay,” Cork

said. “Let’s take a hike.”The island was nearly bare of vegetation and was dominated by a rock

formation that rose conelike at the center. Cork led the way along the rock slope, following the

vague suggestion of a trail that gradually spiraled upward around the cone. All around them lay

a gathering of islands so thick that no matter which way Cork looked they appeared to form a

solid shoreline. Between the islands ran a confusing maze of narrow channels.“Where are we?”

Jenny asked.“Someplace not many folks know about. Probably the only ones who do are

Shinnob.”He used the word that was shorthand for the Anishinaabeg, the First People, who

were also known as Ojibwe or Chippewa. Anishinaabe blood ran through Cork and, therefore,

through his daughter Jenny.“On a map, this island doesn’t have a name,” Cork said. “But

Shinnobs call it Neejawnisug.”“What does it mean?”“I’ll tell you in a minute.”They reached the

top, which was crowned by a great white stone that looked as if it had been cleaved by an ax.

The southern side was rounded and pocked, but the north side was a solid face ten feet tall. It

lay in full sunlight, golden, and when Jenny saw that glowing face of rock, her eyes went

large.“Pictographs,” she said. “They’re beautiful, Dad. Do you know what they mean?”Cork

studied the figures painted in ocher that covered the face of the stone.“Henry Meloux told me

they’re a kind of invocation to Kitchimanidoo for safety. He said the Anishinaabeg who drew

them were being pursued by Dakota and had come to hide. They left the children here, and

that’s why they call it Neejawnisug. It means ‘the children.’ They left the women, too, and went

off to fight the enemy. They trusted this place because there are so many islands and so many

channels that it’s almost impossible to find your way here.”“You found it easily enough.”“When I

was sixteen, Henry brought me. Giigiwishimowin,” Cork said.“Your vision quest,” Jenny

interpreted.“By then it was no longer a common practice among the Ojibwe,” Cork said. “But

Henry insisted.”“Why here?”“He never told me.”“Did you receive your vision?”“I did.”Jenny didn’t

ask about her father’s dream vision, and if she had, he probably wouldn’t have told her.“Have

you been here since?”“Never.”“How did you find it so easily? I mean, after so many years?”“I



spent a long afternoon coming here with Henry. He made me memorize every twist and

turn.”“That had to be forty years ago. A long time to remember.”“You mean for an old man.”“I

couldn’t find my way back here.”“If it was important, I bet you could.”Jenny snapped photos of

the drawings on the stone and, for a long time, was silent. “And did Kitchimanidoo hide the

children successfully?” she finally asked.“I don’t know. Nor did Henry.”He could see her mind

working, and that was one of the reasons he’d brought her. Unanswered questions were part of

what drove her. He was uncertain how to broach the other reason he’d asked her to

come.“God, it’s hot,” Jenny said, looking toward the sun, which baked them. “Not even a breath

of wind.”“Dog days.”“Not technically,” she said.“Technically?” He smiled. “So when are dog

days? Technically.”“According to the Farmers’ Almanac, the forty days from July third through

August eleventh.”He shook his head. “You’re way too precise in your thinking. Your mom, she

was the same way.”Jenny brought her gaze to bear on her father. “She was a lawyer. She had

to be precise. Legal strictures. I’m a journalist. Lots of the same strictures apply.” She looked

away, down at the water a hundred feet below. “Mind if I take a dip before we go on?”“No. Mind

if I join you?”They descended the cone and retraced their path to the boulder where the boat

was secured. They’d worn their bathing suits under their other clothing, and they quickly

stripped. Jenny slipped into the water first and Cork followed.The lake had been warming all

summer, but even so it still held a chill that was a wonderful relief to the heat of the day.“So?”

Cork said, in clumsy opening.His daughter turned her head to the sky and closed her eyes and

lay on her back, so that her ears were below the surface and she could pretend not to hear

him.“I just want to know one thing. And I know you can hear me.”“It starts with one thing,” she

said with her eyes still closed. “It ends up everything. That’s how you operate.”“Old dog, old

trick,” he said, waited a moment, then repeated, “So?”She righted herself, treaded water, and

gave in. “All right, what do you want to know?”“Are you going to marry him?”“That’s a

complicated question.”“I think the question is fairly simple.”“Well, I can’t answer it.”“Because of

you or him?”“It’s a decision we’re both involved in.”“You’d tell your mother,” he said.“She

wouldn’t put me on the rack.”“Have I?”“You will if you don’t get an answer.”“I suppose you’ve

talked to Aunt Rose.”She didn’t reply, but her silence itself gave him his answer.“But you won’t

talk to me.”“There are things women understand, Dad.”“There are things fathers should be let

in on. Look, I don’t know why you can’t give me a straightforward answer, and that’s what

concerns me.”“There are issues we need to settle first.”“Children?”“Ah, children,” she said, as if

she suddenly understood. “That’s why you brought me here to show me those pictographs.

This is all about children, isn’t it?”“Not completely. But you indicated there are issues,” he said.

“And I’m betting that’s one. He doesn’t want them, does he?”“Maybe it’s me who doesn’t.”“Is it?”

Again, her silence was his answer. “You’ve been down this road before, Jenny.”“See? Right

there.” She lifted her arm and pointed an accusing finger at him. Water dripped from the tip in

crystal pearls. “That’s why I don’t talk to you.”“It was only an observation.”“It was a criticism,

and you know it.”“I didn’t mean—”“I’m finished swimming. Let’s go.”He’d blown it. In his

imagining, the discussion had gone differently, had ended with them understanding each other,

touching heart to heart in the way they used to when she was much younger. Instead he

watched her breaststroke away from him to the dinghy, leaving him feeling stupid and treading

water.They threaded their way out of the convoluted gathering of islands. Jenny sat rigid in the

bow, fiercely giving him her back. As soon as they hit the open water of the main channel, he

headed the dinghy again toward the southwest.When he saw the sky there, he was, for a

moment, stunned breathless.“Dad?” Jenny said from the bow. She’d seen it, too, and she

turned back to him, fear huge in her eyes.“Good God Almighty,” he whispered.© 2011 William

Kent Krueger --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.With his



family caught in the crosshairs of a group of brutal killers, detective Cork O’Connor must solve

the murder of a young girl in the latest installment of William Kent Krueger’s unforgettable New

York Times bestselling series.During a houseboat vacation on the remote Lake of the Woods, a

violent gale sweeps through unexpectedly, stranding Cork and his daughter, Jenny, on a

devastated island where the wind has ushered in a force far darker and more deadly than any

storm.Amid the wreckage, Cork and Jenny discover an old trapper’s cabin where they find the

body of a teenage girl. She wasn’t killed by the storm, however; she’d been bound and tortured

before she died. Whimpering sounds coming from outside the cabin lead them to a tangle of

branches toppled by the vicious winds. Underneath the debris, they find a baby boy, hungry

and dehydrated, but still very much alive. Powerful forces intent on securing the child pursue

them to the isolated Northwest Angle, where it’s impossible to tell who among the residents is

in league with the devil. Cork understands that to save his family he must solve the puzzle of

this mysterious child whom death follows like a shadow.“Part adventure, part mystery, and all

knockout thriller” (Booklist ), Northwest Angle is a dynamic addition to William Kent Krueger’s

critically acclaimed, award-winning series.Ebook Tops Exclusive: Laura Lippman Interviews

William Kent Krueger is the award-winning, New York Times bestselling author of 17 novels,

ten of which are part of her acclaimed Tess Monaghan detective series. She is a former

journalist and spent twelve years reporting for The Baltimore Sun. Her most recent novels

include , now available in paperback, and , just published in hardcover. Laura Lippman: Elmore

Leonard's rules for writing include one that I've never agreed with: Never start a novel with the

weather. Yet you use the derecho quite brilliantly in your opening and say you "always knew"

that you would write about such a storm in one of your novels. Why now? How did the derecho

and the right story find each other?William Kent Krueger: The seed of an idea often comes to

me long before the story itself. In 1999, a horrific storm destroyed a huge part of Minnesota's

beautiful and beloved Boundary Waters Canoe Area Wilderness. When I saw the destruction

first-hand, I was stunned and saddened, and I knew that someday I would write about that kind

of tragedy. In thinking about Northwest Angle, a book I envisioned as thrilleresque in many

ways, I wanted the story to open with the force of a bomb exploding, something that would

shatter the O'Connor family and fling them apart. The derecho, an idea planted more than a

decade earlier, became the way.LL: You write so well about nature. I can't help wondering at

the special challenges that it poses. And you seem particularly interested in humans'

conflicting needs for community and isolation, family and privacy. How did you combine these

themes in Northwest Angle?WK: Oh my, you do ask complex questions. For me, the most

intriguing part of any story is the battle between the need we have as human beings for

relationship and the forces that inevitably work to separate us. At the heart of Northwest Angle,

is the struggle of the O'Connors to come together and heal after a great tragedy in their lives.

But that very personal story is couched within the context of a brutal, ideological clash of

communities. It seems to me stories of suspense work best when they create conflict at both

an intimate level and on a larger scale. It’s also more fun to write that kind of story, at least for

me. Your own novels, particularly your stand-alones, seem to me to be textbook examples of

the dramatic tension that comes when the secrets of our private, intimate lives are cracked

open for public scrutiny.LL: It's easy to see how Cork has changed over the course of eleven

books. But how have you changed as a writer? And how have the circumstances of your life

changed your writing?WK: Mostly I've grown older and, I would like to believe, wiser. Like Cork,

I've become a grandfather, and that's mellowed me, I'm sure. Although my stories are still

about the violence that human beings do to one another, I'm less interested in the violence

itself. These days, I tend to deal more with the questions that surround an act of violence rather



than the act per se. And generally speaking, the body count in each book has gone

down.LL:Northwest Angle works pretty seamlessly on the page, but my intuition tells me that

means it wasn't an easy book to write. What were the unique challenges, if any, in writing this

particular book? Did you ever feel you were as lost as Cork and Jenny? (Please say yes, or I

might have to hate you a little.)WK: At the risk of drawing your ire, the part of the story that

deals with Cork and Jenny's struggle to escape the dark forces pitted against them came

easily. That was all mostly movement and plot mechanics. The conflict between father and

daughter that gives the story much of its punch, now that was the tricky element. And if you

hate me just a little for this answer, I'll buy you a glass of wine when I see you next, just to

mellow you out.LL: I know a lot of people don't realize that genre writers are often deep into the

next project when a new book is published. What's next for you?WK: I'm at work on the next

book in the series, a novel tentatively titled Trickster's Point. The down and dirty is that the first

Native American governor of Minnesota is murdered while bow hunting with Cork O'Connor,

and the arrow that kills him belongs to Cork. So you know, of course, who gets the blame. You

might think of it as Cork O'Connor meets All the King's Men. I’m having a ball writing this

one.LL: OK, I have a famously awful memory, but my memory is that you won the Anthony for

best first novel in 1999 and promptly declared something like "I'm so excited I could throw up."

Am I even close? Should I not tell that story?WK: If I'd actually said I might throw up, this would

not be a story I'd like repeated. What I really said in accepting the award was this: "Would it be

too embarrassing if I broke down and cried?" Got a good laugh, though I was half

serious.Ebook Tops Exclusive: Letter from William Kent KruegerA couple of years ago, when

Atria informed me that they were going to begin publishing my work in trade paperback with a

whole new look to the series, I decided it was time to do something I'd never done before: I

reread all my Cork O'Connor novels. I anticipated that in the early work I would see lots of

elements that, given a chance, I'd gladly change. To my utter amazement, I fell in love with the

stories all over again. What I discovered was a writer whose work I deeply enjoyed reading.

And, honestly, I didn't think twice about changes I might like to make. Maybe what I appreciated

most was seeing for myself how, though built of similar elements, each book was so different

from the others. What I've hoped most to accomplish over the course of the series is to keep

readers from feeling as if they're treading ground that’s become drably familiar. I believe

absolutely that so long as I continue to be surprised and delighted by the stories that come to

me, readers will be, too.Profile of Cork O'Connor The great North Woods of Minnesota is a

vast area of harsh weather, deep wilderness, and bitter conflict. This rugged and isolated

landscape is home to Cork O'Connor. The former sheriff of Tamarack County, Cork is a man of

tremendous resource and mixed heritage. Part Irish-American and part Ojibwe, he straddles

two cultures that, more often than not, are at extreme—sometimes violent—odds. He’s a family

man who’d rather toss a football with his son than tote a gun; but he understands only too well

that he lives in a place where winter isn't the only thing that can kill the unwary, where wolves

share the woods with predators who walk on two legs, and where, in order to protect those he

loves, even a good man must be willing to do the unthinkable.For more on the Cork O'Connor

series, read Margaret Coel's guest review of .--This text refers to an out of print or unavailable

edition of this title.Review“William Kent Krueger can’t write a bad book. Northwest Angle is one

of his best. A complex crime novel that contains meditations on the difficulties of loving and the

paths we take to reach God, this Cork O’Connor novel has everything you want in a great read:

depth, action, and credibility.” —Charlaine Harris, #1 New York Times bestselling author of

Dead Reckoning“Part adventure, part mystery, and all knockout thriller. . . Catch-your breath

suspense throughout.” —Booklist“Solid storytelling and intriguing characterizations combine for



a sobering look at the power of family and faith and Native American culture. Krueger never

writes the same book twice as each installment finds him delving deeper into Cork's psyche.” —

Publishers Weekly (starred)“William Kent Krueger never writes the same book twice, and this

one is no exception. He combines elements of mystery and thriller to make a book that is non-

stop entertainment. But Krueger never forgets the human aspect, which is always the driving

force of his carefully crafted novels.... This outstanding book, the eleventh in the O’Connor

series, should not be missed.” —Deadly Pleasures"Well-written and suspenseful, this book

contains characters worthy of our emotional involvement. Krueger, as always, spins a good

yarn, somewhat in the style of Dick Francis in his heyday, where both ingenuity and endurance

are necessary to sustain the hero." —Cleveland Plain Dealer --This text refers to an out of print

or unavailable edition of this title.Review“This book is difficult to put down." —Sacramento

Book Review/San Francisco Book Review --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition

edition.From the AuthorWilliam Kent Krueger is the award-winning author of ten Cork O’Connor

novels, including Heaven’s Keep and Vermilion Drift. He lives in the Twin Cities with his family.

Visit his website at WilliamKentKrueger.com --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition

edition.Read more
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Graciosa, Sao Jorge, Pico, Faial, Flores and Corvo (Cicerone Walking Guides), Hidden Gems

of PORTUGAL 2021 - Locals Complete Travel Guide for Portugal: 5 TRAVEL Guides in 1 :

Porto , Lisbon, Algarve, Madeira, Azores, Lonely Planet Pocket Madeira (Travel Guide),

Portugal Travel Guide 2020 - Your Practical Journey Companion - Find Adventure Through

Local's Insights: Discover Every Portuguese District: Lisbon, Porto, Algarve, Azores, Madeira,

and much more!, Lonely Planet Canary Islands (Travel Guide)

Emily Hirn, “Everything you need to know when traveling to the Azores. This guide has been

invaluable in planning our upcoming trip to the Azores. With limited time to spend in the Azores

combined with the somewhat remote nature of these islands, the overview this guide provides

has been invaluable. The guide goes into general tips for travel to the Azores and also

recommendations for each individual island. It is hard to think of anything the author has left

out. It is a wonderfully personal account of these islands from a highly knowledgeable author. I

highly recommend this guide.”

Ana Sousa, “This guide is a must have in your library. This is a very detailed guide to the

Islands!! Superbly writtenby an author who has immersedhimself in the history and cultureof

these islands.I would highly recommend thisguide to anyone wishing tofurther their knowledge

of these enchanted islands!!!!”

Leelee, “Highly recommend!. Absolutely great resource. This guide has everything you could

possibly want in a travel guide.”

Beardog, “Well written and researched!. I was given an advance copy of this guide before the

official release. I found it to be an amazing resource for anyone visiting the islands. Very well



written, complete in detail, and all of it taken from the author’s own experiences in the Azores.

If you are looking for a guide that tells you about each island in detail including many areas

only known to locals, this is the guide you should buy. The hidden benefit here is that you can

save yourself from spending unnecessary vacation cash by using the information here instead

of hiring someone to show you these attractions. Highly recommend!”

The book by Simple Language Learning has a rating of 5 out of 4.8. 7 people have provided

feedback.
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